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Abstract

The objective of this paper is to provide guidelines on information security data visualization and insights with repeatable process and examples on visualizing (communicating) information security data. Security data visualization can be used in many areas in information security. Security metrics, Security monitoring, anomaly detection, forensics, and malware analysis are examples where security data visualization can play a vital role and make us better security professionals. Security data visualization also plays key role in emerging fields such as data science, machine learning, and exploratory data analytics. There are many uses for security data visualization; so, in order to cover key aspects the paper is categorized in to two parts.

The first category is communicating value. There is a well-known proverb “a picture is worth a thousand words” (Piqua Leader-Dispatch, One Look Is Worth A Thousand Words, 1913, p. 2) which explains this. The problem with traditional metrics is numbers and tables can be daunting and details can be missed easily. Visualizing it will enable the security team to highlight the salient points in the data. Security data visualization enables you to tell a story with the data. Information security is becoming a common topic in boardroom discussions and it is becoming more and more important that the value of information security is communicated to business leaders.

The second category is finding anomalies using security data visualization. One of the key strengths of security teams is access to enterprise log data, meta-data, network traffic data, and netflow data. The challenge is finding and isolating the bad actors from legitimate traffic. The human mind, by evolution, is trained to identify patterns and anomalies using visualization. Security professionals can benefit by visualizing enterprise data to find anomalies and identify patterns which will be helpful in isolating events which might indicate compromise.

Hopefully some of the examples will be useful to generate more ideas in this space and will be a valuable resource for all Information Security practitioners. Once security professionals get an understanding of using security data visualization it will open a whole new world and there is a possibility that this knowledge of security data science will have significant improvement on information security tasks.
1.0 Introduction

Security data visualization can be used in many areas in information security. Security metrics, Security monitoring, anomaly detection, forensics, and malware analysis are examples where security data visualization can play a vital role and make us better security professionals. Till now security professionals were able to survive with Microsoft Excel and similar tools without in-depth knowledge in security data visualization. But security data visualization is becoming extremely important due to big data, machine learning and exploratory data analytics. Due to the volume of data in big data it is extremely impossible to find anomalies using traditional methods. First thing to do after a statistical computation is to understand the data visually. Recent generations of SIEM log collection and correlation solutions use big data analytics. Security data visualization plays a very vital part in analyzing the big data. Data science field is evolving at a rapid pace. Data visualization is important component of data science.

Botnet Visualization

Microsoft’s Digital Crimes Unit tapped The Office for Creative Research, a multidisciplinary digital design group based in New York, to come up with new ways of looking at one particular threat: botnets, the global networks of infected computers that cyber criminals enlist to do their bidding. OCR came up with a prototype tool called Specimen Box. Specimen Box offers many views including live display of botnet activity “which can be used to analyze botnet data” ("#005: The Sight and Sound of CyberCrime", o-c-r.org, 2014, para. 3).
Reverse Engineering

Security data visualization is used more and more in reverse engineering. “In this engaging TED (TED is a platform for ideas worth spreading - http://www.ted.com/) talk, Chris Domas shows how researchers use pattern recognition and reverse engineering (and pull a few all-nighters) using visualization to understand a chunk of binary code whose purpose and contents they don't know.” (Domas, C. (n.d.). The 1s and 0s behind cyber warfare. Retrieved December 15, 2014, from http://www.ted.com/talks/chris_domas_the_1s_and_0s_behind_cyber_warfare, para. 1)

Currently the information security practitioners are just scratching the surface in this area, additional security data visualization magic is captured in Appendix A for inspiring and invoking the curiosity and awe in security practitioners for utilizing the full potential of security data visualization in information security day-to-day jobs.

Hopefully some of the examples will be useful to generate more ideas in this space and will be a valuable skill for all Information Security practitioners. Once security practitioners get an understanding of using security data visualization it will open a whole new world and there is a possibility that this knowledge of security data science will have significant improvement on information security tasks.
2.0 Security Data Visualization Skills

Data science and security visualization require the skills described in the Venn diagram. It is the space where the hacking skills, statistical knowledge and domain knowledge meet.


**Substantive Expertise** – This is the security domain knowledge, which will enable the security practitioner to understand the data, determine what is expected and find anomalies or metrics from visualization.

**Hacking Skills** – Hacking skills are the skills from a data scientist language required for working with massive amount of data that should be acquired, cleaned and sanitized.

**Math & Statistics Knowledge** – This knowledge is critical to understand which tools to use, understand the spread and other characteristics to derive insight from the data.
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Security practitioners will be comfortable with domain knowledge and hacking skills. Statistics knowledge is one aspect that security practitioners have to understand to gain insight from data and also to ask the right questions to derive the right security visualization.

One resource for statistical knowledge is an online free course “Data to Insight: An Introduction to Data Analysis” (“Data to Insight: An Introduction to Data Analysis - The University of Auckland - FutureLearn", 2014). This course is a hands-on introduction to statistical data analysis that emphasizes fundamental concepts and practical skills. This course also introduces the tool iNZight.

One aspect google looks at while recruiting engineers is their knowledge on statistics and probability. The reason might be that they need people who understand the basics in deriving value from data. Using statistics, probability in combination with machine learning/artificial intelligence there are lot of predictions based on the data in various fields. Data science field is evolving at a rapid pace. Data visualization is important component of data science. These techniques will soon be applied to information security field for better identification of bad actors.

One of the most important advantages of data visualization is that all the resources on data visualization are publicly available for learning the key concepts.

There are numerous Coursera and eDX courses available for free about data visualization. There is extensive material about R project with numerous examples from various experts. If enough time is dedicated, data visualization tools and R can be learned easily by security analysts.
The key advantage for security analysts is that security analysts have access to security data like security metrics data, network traffic data, malware indicators of compromise data, and many more.

Security domain expertise is very important before starting data visualization, starting with the right question and the domain expertise will enable to get good output using data visualization.

By using data visualization techniques on security data, security analysts can gain be valuable insights on metrics and anomaly detection. Hopefully these insights can make security practitioners jobs easier.
3.0 Security Data Visualization Process

At a very high level the security visualization process consists of below five steps:

1. Visualization Goals
2. Data Preparation phase
3. Exploration phase
4. Visualization phase
5. Feedback and fine-tune

(Security Data Visualization process)

The key steps involved in visualization are

Step 1 – Visualization Goals

Step 2 - Data Preparation phase

Step 3 - Exploration phase

Step 4 - Visualization phase

Step 5 - Feedback and fine-tune
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Below section review the activities involved in each step:

3.1 Step 1 – Visualization Goals
It is important to understand our goals and what the team is trying to achieve before jumping into any security visualization. Visualization should be goal driven and use case driven and not data driven. By thinking and documenting the goals security analysts start with the end objective in mind which is very important to capture the right data and use the right tools for visualization.

3.2 Step 2 - Data Preparation
It starts with searching data and preparing the data for analysis. The next step is to explore the data with the right questions, then visualize the data to develop insights and act on it.

The most important step before starting visualization is data cleansing or making the data available in a usable format. In real life, this is the biggest challenge since the data might be in an incompatible format; some parts may be missing or other similar challenges. This means a good amount of time has to be spent on data cleaning.

3.3 Step 3 - Explore
Asking the right question will lead to further exploration and visualization using statistical/probabilistic models/algorithms and lead to useful insights/decisions.

The explore phase will look at some analytical activities that will enable security teams to ask the right questions and look at the data to see how security teams can achieve their goals.

3.3.1 Analytical activities of Security Data Visualization analysts
Finding the right way to view data is as much an art as a science. Below is a framework of analytical activities adapted to information security domain based on paper (Amar, "Low-Level Components of Analytic Activity in Information Visualization", 2005).
1. “Retrieve Value - Given a set of specific cases, find attributes of those cases –

   o What is number of security incidents per day due to malware?

   o How long does it take to resolve a security incident?

2. Filter - Given some concrete conditions on attribute values, find data cases satisfying those conditions.

   o Which types of security incidents did not meet the Service Level Agreement defined?

3. Compute Derived Value - Given a set of data cases, compute an aggregate numeric representation of those data cases.

   o What is the average time taken to resolve security incidents?

4. Find Extremum - Find data cases possessing an extreme value of an attribute over its range within the data set.

   o What is the office location which most security incidents?

5. Sort - Given a set of data cases, rank them according to some ordinal metric.

   o Order the security incidents by severity and impact.

6. Determine Range - Given a set of data cases and an attribute of interest, find the span of values within the set.

   o What is the time taken during various phases in the Cyber Kill chain during incident response?
7. Characterize Distribution - Given a set of data cases and a quantitative attribute of interest, characterize the distribution of that attribute’s values over the set.

   o What is the distribution of phishing/malware/insider threat incidents?

8. Find Anomalies - Identify any anomalies within a given set of data cases with respect to a given relationship or expectation, e.g. statistical outliers.

   o Are there any outliers in type of incidents?

9. Cluster - Given a set of data cases, find clusters of similar attribute values.

   o Are there groups of incidents w/ similar TTPs?

   o Is there a cluster of incidents which take long times to resolve?

10. Correlate - Given a set of data cases and two attributes, determine useful relationships between the values of those attributes.

    o Is there a trend of increasing time to resolve security incidents?”

(Amar, "Low-Level Components of Analytic Activity in Information Visualization", 2005)

It is important to understand and use these tasks in different visualization techniques and allows security analyst to think through all the possibilities for coming up with right question and the results the organization is looking for. These analytical tasks/activities form foundation in understanding the statistical possibilities which can be used to explore the data.
3.4 Step 4 - Visualize


Below table of properties and best uses of visual encoding by Noah Iliinsky (Iliinsky, "properties and best uses of visual encoding ")

(Properties and best uses of visual encoding (Iliinsky, N., 2014))
The other aspect is to understand the different visualization methods which are available. The section of this paper below covers some of the visualization methods.

KPI Library has developed the "A Periodic Table of Visualization Methods" ("A Periodic Table of Visualization Methods", http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html).

(A Periodic Table of Visualization Methods(KPI library, 2014))

The flowchart below is from Marty, R. (2009). Applied security visualization helps explain which graphs can be used for which purpose.
Next section will review some examples of security data visualization methods.

Most of these visualizations can be developed using R. R is a free, open source language with access to powerful, cutting-edge analytics with more than 2000 packages. The installation of R and basic examples of R are explained in detail with screenshots in Appendix C. Appendix C further offers R examples on various basic graphs, plots, treemap, and models.

If you use Splunk the below webpage provides instructions on how to create Dashboards and Visualizations with time chart, bar chart, spark line, line chart, scatter chart and bubble chart

If you need additional examples visit the below reference pages which catalogues different visualization techniques:


Below is the snapshot of the examples in the D3 data visualization Gallery:

3.5 Step 5 - Feedback and fine-tune

This step involves continuous improvement with feedback from the stakeholders and availability of new data.
4.0 Security Data Visualization Project Plans

4.1 Security Data Visualization Project 1 – Communicating value

There is a well-known proverb “a picture is worth a thousand words” (Piqua Leader-Dispatch, One Look Is Worth A Thousand Words, 1913, p. 2) which explains this. The problem with traditional metrics is numbers and tables can be daunting and details can be missed easily. Visualizing effectively will enable the security team to highlight the salient points in the data. Senior business leaders have very less time so by using security data visualization techniques give the capability to creatively represent the metrics data. Security data visualization enables you to tell a story with the data Information security is becoming a common topic in board room discussions and it is becoming more and more important that the value of information security is communicated to business leaders. This will enable the Information Security team in any organization to ensure it is managing the risks effectively and is aligned towards business needs and objectives.

Below are the high level phases in developing security data visualization project.

- Knowledge gathering phase
  - Statistical knowledge – 1 week - 2 weeks
  - Visualization theory – 1 week - 2 weeks
  - Information Security Domain Expertise – Ongoing
- Visualization Goals – 1 week
- Data Preparation phase – 1 week - 2 weeks
- Exploration phase – 1 week - 2 months
- Visualization phase – 1 week - 2 months
  - Experimentation
• Feedback and fine-tune – Ongoing

Depending upon the expertise level and time provided to the team within 1 month to 6 months effective metrics to communicate information security value to senior management can be developed in this project.

Let us see the activities involved in these steps in detail.

Knowledge gathering

Statistical knowledge – 1 week - 2 weeks
Statistics knowledge is very important from metrics point of view. Security metrics has a lot of numeric data, understanding the different terms like mean, median, mode, standard deviation, linear regression will enable the project team to create more insightful metrics. Since most of the security team major would be engineering based it will be easy for the team to revisit these topics within one or two weeks.

Visualization theory – 1 week - 2 weeks
There are two aspects to visualization theory, one is the aesthetics. There is literature around how to use color, hue, thickness and other aspects to make visually pleasing images to intended audience. Since this project is about communicating value to senior management and they usually only provide only small amount of real estate to capture their attention like a single slide it is very important the visualization is pleasing and tells story clearly. There is lot of design guidelines in the book “Tufte, E. (1983). The visual display of quantitative information. Cheshire, Conn. (Box 430, Cheshire 06410): Graphics Press”. There is a dedicated chapter in the book “Marty, R. (2009). Applied security visualization. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Addison-Wesley”.
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The other aspect is to understand the different visualization methods which are available. The 3.3.4 Visualize section of this paper covers some of the visualization methods.

**Information Security Domain Expertise – Ongoing**

Information security domain expertise is the knowledge gathered as part of the day-to-day job activities. As information security practitioners it will be easy for gathering additional domain expertise if required in specific information security areas. This is ongoing activity where the team will keep updating their security metrics knowledge. In this case information security metrics is the domain expertise, Appendix B gives the background materials on information security metrics which might provide guidance on understanding the requirements and the goals.

**Visualization Goals – 1 week**

Security data visualization is only valuable if the security team has the right questions and the right data. It is important to understand our goals and what the organization is trying to achieve before jumping into any security visualization. Visualization should be goal driven and use case driven and not data driven. By thinking and documenting the goals the security team starts with the end objective in mind which is very important to capture the right data and use the right tools for visualization. For example the scope might be to improve the quarterly information security dashboard shared with senior management say CEO, CFO and their management team.

If the goal is to improve security metrics before jumping to the step of setting up security visualization toolbox or gathering data, it is important that the correct requirements are gathered for the information security metrics.
**Data Preparation phase** – 1 week - 2 weeks

Data preparation phase takes stock all the available metrics data and takes into consideration any normalization that needs to happen before the data can be used. For security metrics it is mostly reports provided by various security tools which need to be normalized for reporting.

**Exploration** – 1 week - 2 months

Exploration phase is where the right questions are asked to understand and clarify the scope of visualization effort. This is where all the current metrics is looked to understand the gaps. The team may require some brainstorming session to come up with different options using statistical methods. Next step would be to develop use case with all possible options of displaying the data. The use cases might also take into consideration the statistical methods for future trend predictions. Section 4.3.1 explains some analytical activities which might be useful. Below section highlights some techniques from Stephen Few for reference.

**Data visualization techniques for Quantitative messages - Stephen Few**

“Time-series: A single variable is captured over a period of time, such as the security incidents rate over a 1-year period. A line chart may be used to demonstrate the trend.

Ranking: Categorical subdivisions are ranked in ascending or descending order, such as a ranking of incident duration (the measure) by incident category during a single period. A bar chart may be used to show the comparison across the incident category.

Part-to-whole: Categorical subdivisions are measured as a ratio to the whole (i.e., a percentage out of 100%). A pie chart or bar chart can show the comparison of ratios, such as the phishing incidents share represented by total incidents.
Deviation: Categorical subdivisions are compared again a reference, such as a comparison of actual time taken to resolve incidents vs. agreed time for resolving incidents for a given time period. A bar chart can show comparison of the actual versus the reference/agreed amount.

Frequency distribution: Shows the number of observations of a particular variable for given interval, such as the number of incidents in which the malware is involved is between intervals such as 0-10%, 11-20%, etc. A histogram, a type of bar chart, may be used for this analysis.

Correlation: Comparison between observations represented by two variables (X,Y) to determine if they tend to move in the same or opposite directions. For example, plotting incidents (X) and holiday (Y) for a sample of months. A scatter plot is typically used for this message.

Nominal comparison: Comparing categorical subdivisions in no particular order, such as the incidents by category. A bar chart may be used for this comparison.

Geographic or geospatial: Comparison of a variable across a map or layout, such as the incident rate by offices or the number of persons on the various floors of a building. A cartogram is a typical graphic used.” (Few, "Selecting the Right Graph for Your Message ")
Experimentation of Visualization – 1 week - 2 months

During the visualization phase the team develops the visualizations and refines the visualization. Once the graph is determined it can be easily developed using tools like R which is covered in detail in Appendix C. If the visualization requires additional tools section 6 explains setting up visualization toolbox.
In some cases the visualization can be simple flow chart representing incidents in cyber kill chain to identify which parts of the kill chain was successful so the organization can strengthen the controls. Another example of visualization is shown below with the Pareto plot,


Another example of visualization can be just showing the different stages in a malware infection with colors indicating which stages were successful as timeline analysis flowchart. Below example shows how visual timeline analysis helps explain the chronology of a spear phishing attack.


Feedback and fine-tune – Ongoing
This step involves continuous improvement with feedback from the stakeholders and availability of new data. As a simple example having darker colors Blue or Purple color in the graph instead of other light colors like Yellow helped in security part of the presentation since it was fitting well with the rest of the presentation.

4.2 Security Data Visualization Project 2 – Finding Anomalies

The objective of this project is finding anomalies using security data visualization. One of the key strengths of security teams is access to enterprise log data, meta-data, network traffic data, netflow data. The challenge is finding and isolating the bad actors from legitimate traffic. Human mind by evolution is trained to identify patterns and anomalies using visualization. Security professionals can benefit by visualizing enterprise data to find anomalies and identify patterns which will be helpful in isolating events which might indicate compromise.

Below are the high level phases in developing security data visualization project.

- Knowledge gathering phase
  - Statistical knowledge – 1 week - 2 weeks
  - Visualization theory – 1 week - 2 weeks
  - Information Security Domain Expertise – Ongoing

- Visualization Goals – 1 week

- Data Preparation phase – 1 week - 2 weeks

- Exploration phase – 1 week - 2 months

- Visualization phase – 1 week - 2 months
Experimentation

- Feedback and fine-tune – Ongoing

Depending upon the expertise level and time provided to the team within 1 month to 6 months, an effective process can be developed to find anomalies.

Let us see the activities involved in these steps in detail.

**Knowledge gathering phase**

**Statistical knowledge** – 1 week - 2 weeks
Statistics knowledge is very important for finding anomalies. Security tools provide a lot of numeric data, understanding the different terms like mean, median, mode, standard deviation, and linear regression will enable the project team to create more insightful decisions. The other key aspect is running large set of data through Gaussian distribution or Monte Carlo simulation models for predictions. Since most of the security team members would be engineering based, it will be easy for the team to revisit these topics within one or two weeks.

**Visualization theory** – 1 week - 2 weeks
There are two aspects to visualization theory, one is the aesthetics. There is literature around how to use color, hue, thickness and other aspects to make visually pleasing images to intended audience. This aspect is not as important in this project since the focus is on finding anomalies and not necessarily communicating to different sets of audience. As long as the team understands the visualization, a lot of effort is not necessary for the aesthetics.

The other aspect is to understand the different visualization methods which are available. The 3.3.4 Visualize section of this paper covers some of the visualization methods.
**Information Security Domain Expertise** – Ongoing

In this case of finding anomalies understanding security log data is the foundational skills required for security data visualization. There are good books on network security monitoring which might augment the domain knowledge along with work experience. For anomaly detection use cases the security monitoring domain knowledge is more important. The security monitoring experience will enable to team to baseline the activities and understand the anomalies. The domain knowledge will enable the team to create as many hypotheses as possible. This is an ongoing activity where the team will keep updating their knowledge in this area.

**Visualization Goals** – 1 week

Security data visualization is only valuable if the security team has the right questions and the right data. It is important to understand our goals and what the organization is trying to achieve before jumping into any security visualization. Visualization should be goal driven and use case driven and not data driven. By thinking and documenting the goals the security team starts with the end objective in mind which is very important to capture the right data and use the right tools for visualization. The team may require some brainstorming session to come up with goals and use cases for anomaly detection.

**Data Preparation phase** – 1 week - 2 weeks

Data preparation phase takes stock all the available network security log data and takes in to consideration any normalization that needs to happen before the data can be used.

**Exploration** – 1 week - 2 months

Exploration phase is where the right questions are asked to understand and clarify the scope of the visualization effort. This is where all the current process for anomaly detection is looked to
understand the gaps. It is important to start small on a particular type of log, show success and the move to different types of logs and more complex visualizations.

For example the initial use case might be to identify anomalies in firewall log data using visualization. Next step would be to develop use case with all possible options of displaying the data. The use cases might also take in to consideration the statistical methods for future trend predictions. Section 4.3.1 explained some analytical activities which might be useful. For anomaly detection use cases the security monitoring domain knowledge is more important. The security monitoring experience will enable to team to baseline the activities and understand the anomalies. The domain knowledge will enable the team to create as many hypotheses as possible. Once you have a set of hypotheses within the scope the team can start exploring the possibilities of creating graphs and visualizing.

For this use case of Firewall log data visualization to identify anomalies the below GIAC paper has examples using Afterglow.


**Experimentation of Visualization** – 1 week - 2 months

Ben Shneiderman proposed the below methodology:

“Overview first, then zoom and filter, and finally, details on demand.”(Shneiderman, "The Eyes Have it", 1996)

This applies to identifying anomalies, once the major goals are decided, security team can start the visualization process with overview first, then zoom and filter, and finally, details on demand.
Below is an example from SecViz website on SSHD brute force attempts, once we get the overview, we can start zoom and filter on areas of interest and start investigating on the details. This iterative process will assist with finding anomalies.

SSHD brute force attempts - userids and IPs


Once the team is comfortable with firewall logs, analyzing login failures/brute force attempts they can move to other areas. Below flowchart from Marty, R. (2009) Applied security visualization helps explain which network security monitoring process can use visualization.
Afterglow, Gobi and the other tools can be used to visualize, correlate and find anomalies.

If you use Splunk the paper (Discovering Security Events of Interest Using Splunk, sans.org) provides additional information on using Splunk to explore and visualize anomaly detection using Splunk.

The webpage (Visualizing Interesting Log Events Using Splunk's Google Maps Application, danielmiessler.com) explains how to use Google maps and Splunk to find interesting events

The webpage (Forensic timeline Splunking, kleinco.com.au, 2014) explains Forensic timeline Splunking for timeline analysis which is very useful for forensic analysis.

**Feedback and fine-tune** – Ongoing

Feedback is very vital in this process to share with the team. As the team starts using Afterglow and other tools like R, the feedback on what steps were successful in finding anomalies and what
steps created false-positives will save a lot of time for the team. There is lot of scope to continuously improve based on feedback and progress. The team can slowly move in to correlating of all events and logs to find anomalies and keep iteratively improving the process.
5.0 Conclusion

This paper tries to emphasize the importance of security visualization. Security visualization can be used in many areas in information security. In this paper as one example, security metrics was used and shared examples of security visualization that can be used to communicate security metrics effectively. Security monitoring, anomaly detection, forensics, and malware analysis are examples of other use cases where security visualization can play a vital role and make us better security professionals.

The good news is, that there are a lot of resources available to learn “R” and other visualization tools. Data analytics/ data mining are well-established disciplines and there are many practical implications for data analytics. Coursera and EdX MOOC offer free courses on “R” and data analytics. If security practitioners are passionate and believe there can be new ways to analyze and visualize data, there is a lot of help available online.

Another benefit, especially for security professionals, is that, as part of information security jobs, security teams have access to security logs, incidents, and all the key data. Meta-data, combined with security visualization and data analysis skill sets, security teams will be able to identify anomalies, improve metrics and make security teams very efficient in our jobs.

Security data visualization also plays key role in emerging fields such as data science, machine learning, and exploratory data analytics.

I hope more security practitioners learn these data analysis and visualization techniques and by sharing these techniques. Hopefully together we can stay a step ahead in securing the organization from the information security threats/attacks.
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Appendix A

Security Data Visualization – Background and Inspiration

Inspiration for this paper was the training session from Raffael Marty on Security Visualization. The training was focused on how to use security visualization to help security analysts visualize security logs.

The other inspirations are from many TED talks were many of the TED presenters use visualization to tell powerful stories.

Another good example is gapminder.org. Imagine if you can implement the same visualization to show how security incidents have risen over time, similar to the video showed in gapminder.org.

The following example of the data visualization using Google Chart API is the motion chart, popularized by Hans Rosling in his 2006 TED talk.

Motion Chart data visualization link: https://gist.github.com/mages/5180860#file-worldbank_demo_with_googlevis-r:

It was a learning moment when the R code was executed and the browser opened with the motion chart.
The final inspiration is from the data-Driven Security book which has well-structured information on security data analysis and visualization. There is a lot of guidance in the resources, blog, and podcast section of the Data-Driven Security book website.

The best known example for security visualization is the VERIS Community database. It can be accessed at http://public.tableausoftware.com/profile/jay.jacobs#!/vizhome/vcdb/Overview
Another security visualization example in the public domain on the world’s biggest data breaches is the web page shown below.

Data analysis features on this web site serve as a good example on how security metrics can be extended to a dynamic format creatively.

Imagine a presentation for senior management with similar dynamic security metrics for your organization; it will be very handy to explain any questions immediately since the actual incident events or risk events can be drilled down right away. Usually, we provide static presentations to senior management. By providing this dynamic content, the senior management can be empowered with immediate answers to “what-if” scenarios’ based questions.

These are just few inspirations which enlighten us on the value of security data visualization.

There are a lot of books and leaders in this space who can be followed to keep up to date in security data visualization area.

(Jacobs, "VERIS Community Database", 2014)
If you need additional information visit the data visualization reference network for wealth of information in this field which is visually catalogued: http://moebio.com/datavisnetwork/
Appendix B

B.0 Information Security Metrics

Before we dive into security visualization, we will review the information security metrics literature which summarizes the current available information on information security metrics. Information security metrics has to be customized to each and every organization, depending on various factors, including senior management preference. Depending on the organization, security metrics should be constantly updated.

B.1 Importance of Information Security Metrics

The following are some of the reasons information security metrics are used for senior management:

- Measurement and communication of whether security investments are done effectively.
- Regular communication of the Information security strategy and the yearly information security work program.
- Regular communication of the value of information (data classification).
- Regular communication of the risk prioritization and how the work program is focused on what is important to the organization.
- Regular explanation of critical incidents along with their impact to the organization.
- Explanation of the different threats the organization would face, prioritized by risk factors.

There are tons of operational security metrics for optimizing operations and to highlight any operational issues related to vulnerability management, incident management, change management, application security reviews, patch management, etc. Some of the operational security metrics are good for technical audience and CISO for enhancing the services.

B.2 Establishing Security Metrics Program
It is beneficial to have a security metrics program within the security team with a process owner instead of generating different ad-hoc metrics from different sub-teams. The security metrics program leader can be empowered with all the data and metrics which are already available. Once all the available information security metrics are reviewed, they have to be compared with the metrics currently generated in the organization. It is useful for the security metrics process owner to conduct a brainstorming session to update the information security metrics and use creative and innovative security visualization to display the data.

NIST 800-55 Rev 1 has candidate measures (metrics) which is a useful short list.

2.3 Information Security Metrics Sources

There is a good amount of material on information security metrics. Below are some of the books and publications that provide a methodology on creating a security metrics work program and candidate metrics which can be chosen to improve the current metrics or to create new metrics.

The below materials and books are valuable resources for selecting and developing good information security metrics.


This book covers broad areas in security metrics and best practices, and offers many effective examples. It contains dedicated chapters on security visualization, creating balanced scorecards, and many foundational ideas.

Creating a monthly information security scorecard for CIO and CFO – describes a good process on creating scorecards. It also covers the relevant legislation and contracts that organizations must comply with.

**PRAGMATIC Security Metrics (Brotby, 2013)**

This is a comprehensive book with information about various information security metrics. It provides clear examples, case studies, and frameworks for selecting metrics. This is certainly a valuable source of information for reference.

**Data Driven Security (Jacobs, J 2014)**

This book focuses on security visualization which is the topic of the second part of this paper. It provides a lot of guidance, examples, and ideas to build a data driven culture.

There are many other books and resources in the reference section like CIS metrics and Metricon metrics. The idea was to highlight some important resources available on information security metrics, hoping this will be an inspiration to research more - as required - for additional information, depending on the needs of the organization.
Appendix C

Security Visualization Examples using R

We will use specific examples using R for visualizing some example data already available in R.

Example R code for Normal Q-Q plot
Example R code for Box Plot

```r
# Import necessary libraries
library(ggplot2)

# Load Iris dataset
iris_data <- iris

# Box plot for Sepal Width by Species
boxplot(iris$Sepal.Width ~ iris$Species, main = "Iris Sepal Width bySpecies")
```

Example output:

```
Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos) : object 'Sepal.Width' not found
```
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Example R code for Grouped Bar Plot

```r
# Simple Bar Plot
counts <- table(iris$Species)
# barplot(counts, main="Species Distribution", ylab="Number of Species")
# Simple bar plot with added labels
counts <- table(iris$Species, iris$Petal.Length)
# barplot(counts, main="Species Distribution by Petal Length", xlab="Number of Species")
# Legend with rownames and strings
legend = rownames(counts)
# Grouped bar plot
counts <- table(iris$Species, iris$Petal.Length)
# barplot(counts, main="Species Distribution by Petal Length", xlab="Number of Species")
# Legend with rownames and strings
legend = rownames(counts)
```

---

**Example**

```r
xlab="Number of Species", color=c("darkblue", "red"),
legend = rownames(counts))
```

---

**Example**

```r
xlab="Number of Species", color=c("darkblue", "red"),
legend = rownames(counts))
```

---

**Example**

```r
xlab="Number of Species", color=c("darkblue", "red"),
legend = rownames(counts))
```

---

**Example**

```r
xlab="Number of Species", color=c("darkblue", "red"),
legend = rownames(counts))
```

---

**Example**

```r
xlab="Number of Species", color=c("darkblue", "red"),
legend = rownames(counts))
```
Example R code for Dot Plot - color

```r
# F-statistics: 89.57 on 1 and 48 DF, p-value: 1.49e-12
> tnames = summary(time)
> f2 = tnames$squared
> mylabel = quote(colspec[2] == (formRR2, digits = 3))
> plot(carsdist~cars$speed, main="cars: stopping distance vs speed (1920)",
  xlab="speed (mph)", ylab="stopping distance (ft)"
  abline(time)
  text(x = 1, y = 100, labels = mylabel)
> plot(irix)
# Use the with() command to modify the original data, construct a new data environment
> with(iris, plot(Petal.Length, Petal.width))
# However, this is all the species lumped into one:
> plot(irix, plot(Petal.Length, Petal.width, pch=as.integer(species)))
> colors
> with(iris, plot(Petal.Length, Petal.width, col=as.integer(species)))
> colors = filled in circle
> with(iris, plot(Petal.Length, Petal.width, col=as.integer(species), pch = 19))
> plot(x label adds legend)
> with(iris, plot(Petal.Length, Petal.width, col=as.integer(species)), pch = 19)
> legend("topleft", legend = levels(iris$species), col=2:3, pch = 19 )
> plot(subset(iris, iris$species=="setosa", select=(Petal.Length, Petal.width)), col="
  0", pch=3, ylim=c(0, 7.50), ylab=(0, 2.8))
> points(subset(iris, iris$species=="versicolor", select=(Petal.Length, Petal.width)),
  pch="2", col="black")
> points(subset(iris, iris$species=="virginica", select=(Petal.Length, Petal.width)), c,
  pch=19)
> plot(subset(iris, iris$species=="setosa", select=(Petal.Length, Petal.width)), c,
  pch=9)
```
Example of R code for Treemap

```r
# load library
core::require("treemap")
# example with cross national income data
data(IN2000)
# treemap(business)
# index=c("continent", "iso2"),
# value="population",
# type="value"
# treemap(business)
# index=c("business", "name", "sector"),
# index=c("business", "name", "sector"),
# value="turnover",
# type="index"
# treemap(business)
# index=c("business", "name", "sector"),
# value="turnover",
# type="index"
#
# index treemap: colors are determined by the index argument
# NOT run!
# treemap(business,
# index=c("name", "sector"),
# value="turnover",
# type="value")
# END(NOT run)
# treemap(business["name" == "C - Manufacturing"],
# index=c("name", "sector"),
# value="turnover",
# type="index")
```

Security Incident Trending Metrics Example using R

The challenge for some of the examples is that there are very few public security datasets available. Some data sources used in this paper are VERIS framework data and some sources stem from the “Data-Driven Security” blog.

In this example, dummy security incident data is created in the format shown below with file name incidentpriority1.csv.

Date ID Severity Type:

1 1/1/2014 IM-21 High Hacking

2 1/2/2014 IM-25 Medium Phishing
This script was adapted to meet incident metrics, originally developed for Bugs by Barker, Tom - Pro Data Visualization using R and JavaScript.

In this script, the dummy incident data will be used to generate time charts which are effective metrics to compare changes over time.

incidentpriority1 <- read.csv("C:/Temp/incidentpriority1.csv")

Here the data is loaded in R using read.csv and viewing the records using “view command”.

View(incidentpriority1)

This displays the records.

incidents <- read.table("C:/Temp/incidentpriority1.csv", header=TRUE, sep="",)

incidents <- incidents[order(as.Date(incidents$Date,"%m-%d-%Y"))].

Here we are using a read.table and the data is loaded as a data frame. This sorts the data based on date.

incidents

This displays the records.
totalincidentsByDate <- table(incidents$Date)

Here we are passing incidents$Date to table() function to build a data structure of counts of incidents each day.

totalincidentsByDate

This displays the number of incidents per day.

Creating a Basic Plot

plot(totalincidentsByDate, type="l", main="New Incidents by Date", col="red", ylab="Incidents")
The plot is used to chart how many incidents are created per day, additional examples are in the appendix for plot.

This creates the chart showing how many incidents are created per day.

```
runningTotalincidents <- cumsum(totalincidentsByDate)
runningTotalincidents
```

This created a cumulative sum of total incidents by date.

This is just a short example to show how R can be used for effectively visualizing security incident trend metrics.

**Building Security Data Visualization Toolbox**

There are many security data visualization tools available.

The website http://secviz.org/ has a list of all available tools that have been packaged in the DAVIX distribution.
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The book Marty, R. (2009). Applied security visualization also has lot of examples and guidance on developing security visualization using most of the tools in DAVIX.

Apart from the tools in DAVIX package there is a lot of other data visualization tools.

Some of the sophisticated ones are Tableau, Gephi, RapidMiner, LightSide, Afterglow, FlowBAT, iNZight, R, Opengraphiti.

R is a free, open source language with access to powerful, cutting-edge analytics with more than 2000 packages.

**Mondrian**

Once you have the data, in few clicks Mondrian can be used to generate Plots, Histograms, Boxplots, Scatterplots, Barcharts and Mosaic Plots.

This does not require any coding and very simple for security practitioner to generate interactive visualizations.

The below web page have numerous additional examples of information security data visualization for getting inspiration on use cases and applications of security data visualization:

http://secviz.org/category/image-galleries/graph-exchange

**New Tools**

**OpenGraphiti - OpenDNS Data Visualization Framework**

OpenGraphiti is a free and open source 3D data visualization engine for data scientists to visualize semantic networks and to work with them. It offers an easy-to-use API with several
associated libraries to create custom-made datasets. It leverages the power of GPUs to process and explore the data and sits on a homemade 3D engine.

The below white-paper explains in detail the OpenGraphiti framework


**Use Cases with OpenGraphiti**

There are a seemingly endless number of applicable use cases for the visualization of loosely related data. Some examples include the analysis of security data, malware infection alerts could be visualized to expose a previously unrecognized patterns in a malicious actor activity, or even a misconfiguration of a technical control that allows too much, or too little, access to data, files, or networks.

**Appendix C - References for R**


# Upcoming SANS Training

Click here to view a list of all SANS Courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam August 2019</td>
<td>Amsterdam, NL</td>
<td>Aug 19, 2019 - Aug 24, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Virginia Beach 2019</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VAUS</td>
<td>Aug 19, 2019 - Aug 30, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Canberra Spring 2019</td>
<td>Canberra, AU</td>
<td>Sep 02, 2019 - Sep 21, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Brussels September 2019</td>
<td>Brussels, BE</td>
<td>Sep 02, 2019 - Sep 07, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Munich September 2019</td>
<td>Munich, DE</td>
<td>Sep 02, 2019 - Sep 07, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Philippines 2019</td>
<td>Manila, PH</td>
<td>Sep 02, 2019 - Sep 07, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Oslo September 2019</td>
<td>Oslo, NO</td>
<td>Sep 09, 2019 - Sep 14, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Network Security 2019</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NVUS</td>
<td>Sep 09, 2019 - Sep 16, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Dubai September 2019</td>
<td>Dubai, AE</td>
<td>Sep 14, 2019 - Sep 19, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Raleigh 2019</td>
<td>Raleigh, NCUS</td>
<td>Sep 16, 2019 - Sep 21, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Rome September 2019</td>
<td>Rome, IT</td>
<td>Sep 16, 2019 - Sep 21, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil &amp; Gas Cybersecurity Summit &amp; Training 2019</td>
<td>Houston, TXUS</td>
<td>Sep 16, 2019 - Sep 22, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Bahrain September 2019</td>
<td>Manama, BH</td>
<td>Sep 21, 2019 - Sep 26, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Dallas Fall 2019</td>
<td>Dallas, TXUS</td>
<td>Sep 23, 2019 - Sep 28, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Francisco Fall 2019</td>
<td>San Francisco, CAUS</td>
<td>Sep 23, 2019 - Sep 28, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Kuwait September 2019</td>
<td>Salmiya, KW</td>
<td>Sep 28, 2019 - Oct 03, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Cardiff September 2019</td>
<td>Cardiff, GB</td>
<td>Sep 30, 2019 - Oct 05, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Northern VA Fall- Reston 2019</td>
<td>Reston, VAUS</td>
<td>Sep 30, 2019 - Oct 05, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Riyadh October 2019</td>
<td>Riyadh, SA</td>
<td>Oct 05, 2019 - Oct 10, 2019</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s OnlyUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>